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Some restrictions are proposed to remove the arbitrariness in the choice of the nonlinear
term in the nonlinear quantum theory of the spinor field. The quantization of the spinor field
is based on the invariance of the Lagrangian with respect to strong (or Schwinger) space-time
reversal (CPT theorem), strong (or Schwinger) time reversal, and charge conjugation.
IT was shown in [ 11 that the lowest order interaction of the spinor field with itself which leads to
nonlinear equations with solutions corresponding
to the two signs of the energy is the six-fermion
interaction. Thus, for example, the equation

tromagnetic and Yukawa interactions[ 4 • 5 ]) invariant under s. r. of space-time irrespective of
whether it is antisymmetric, (lPOl/J - l/JOTlf)
x (lPOl/J - l/JO T "if) (the spinor fields "if and l/J anticommute), or symmetric, (lfOl/J + l/JOTlf)(lfOl/J
+ lf;OT"if) (the spinor fields "if and 1/J commute);
that is, the connection between spin and statistics
does not follow from the invariance of the fourfermion interaction under s. r. of space-time. 2>If
the interaction is of the six-fermion type, it is invariant under s. r. of space-time only if the quantization is done with the help of anticommutators.
Thus it is sufficient to require that the invariance of the interaction of the spinor field under
s. r. of space-time imply the connection between
spin and statistics, and we are led to nonlinear
equations which admit solutions corresponding to
the two signs of the energy; that is, in this case
the interaction with the lowest order in the spinor
field is not the four-fermion, but the six-fermion
interaction. If we further require that the currents
in the interaction of the spinor field with itself
have identical form and that the interaction be invariant under weak time reversal, then we arrive
uniquely at Eq. (1) with odd n, or to the simplest
equation

(1)

has solutions corresponding to the two signs of the
energy only if n is odd. Only for odd n is Eq. (1)
invariant under time reversa1 1> (unitary transformation): [ 2 ]
x-+x,

t-+

-t,

'ljl(x, t)-+ p2'1jl(x, -t), ¢(x, t)-+ -,ji"(x, -t)p2-t

(2)

= 'Y 1'Y 2 'Y s) ·
Taking into account that any relativistic theory
admits solutions corresponding to the two signs of
the energy, we consider the restrictions which
lead to nonlinear equations having two types of solutions (!f}+> and l/J<-> ). To this end we consider
the invariance of the interaction of the spinor field
under strong reversal (s.r.) of space-time, [ 4• 5]
i.e., the transformation
(p2

x -+ -x, t-+ -t,
'ljl(x, t) -+vs'IJl(-x, -t), ~(x, t)-+ -~(-x, -t)vs,

effected by reversing the order of all factors in
the expressions for the operators with account of
the commutation rules. If the interaction of the
spinor field with itself is of the four-fermion type
(ij}Ol/J)(lPOl/J), it is (in contrast to the universal elec-
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l)The invariance under the transformation (2) is evidently
connected with the existence of two types of solutions (tj}+)
and tjJ<->), since it can be shown that the solutions ( 43.18) of
[>], corresponding to negative energy, can be obtained by multiplying the solutions (43.17), corresponding to positive energy,
by Pz·

2>The hypothesis of a universal weak four-fermion interaction is not contradicted by any experimental fact, but the weak
interaction is not invariant under strong time reversal (T 8 ) and _
charge conjugation and hence we cannot in these cases determine whether the spinor field is to be quantized with the help
of anticommutators or commutators.
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